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On Sublinear ConvergenceG. W. StewartABSTRACTThis note develops a theory of sublinearly converging sequences, in-cluding a categorization of the rates of convergence and a method fordetermining the rate from an iteration function.A sequence x1; x2; : : : converges sublinearly to x iflimx!1 jxk+1   xjjxk   xj = 1:Alternatively, if ek = jxk   xj denotes the error in xk as an approximation to x,then ek+1 = kek 1;where k ! 1. Thus sublinear convergence is slow convergence in the sense thatthe step-by-step reduction in the error becomes arbitrarily small with increasing k.For this reason algorithms that converge sublinearly are not greatly in evidence,and there is no general theory of sublinear convergence.Sublinearly converging sequences, however, occur in contexts other than iter-ative algorithms. For example, the inspiration for this note was a recursion of theform k+1 = kkq2k + 2k ; (1)in which the k are lower bounds on the singular values of a sequence of matrices.For constant k, say k = , the sequence converges sublinearly to zero|a goodthing in the context, since the object of the investigation was to show that thesingular values remain near one [2]. But a complete theory requires a knowledgeof how quickly the bounds approach zero. From a numerical example I was ableto deduce that for constant  k = 1pkis a solution of (1). However, the fact that this deduction was largely accidentalshows the need for a general method for determining the asymptotic behavior ofa sublinearly converging sequence generated by a formula like (1). The purposeof this note is to provide such a method.We will begin with a denition. 1
2 Sublinear ConvergenceDenition 1. Let limk!1 xk = x, and let ek = jxk   xj. Then xk convergessublinearly with degree p > 0 iflimk!1 ek   ek+1e1+ 1pk = c > 0:The constant c is called the convergence constant.Alternatively, the convergence is sublinear of degree p ifek+1 = ek(1  cke1=pk ); ck ! c > 0: (2)In this form it is easy to see that the error is reduced by a factor approaching one.The smaller p, the closer the factor to one. Thus small p means slow convergence.The prototypical pth degree sequence is xk = k p. To see this, expand (k+1) pin a Taylor series with remainder to get(k + 1) p = k p(1 + k 1) p = k pf1  [p+ o(1)] 1k 1g:Thus the errors ek = k p satisfy (2) with c = 1=p.We are going to show that all convergence of degree p is essentially the same.However, rst let us establish some facts about the errors of such a sequence.In the rst place, since ek+1 = e0 kYi=0(1   cie1=pi )we must have 1Yi=0(1  cie1=pi ) = 0:Now it is well known that for ai > 01Yi=0(1 + ai) =1 or 1Yi=0(1   ai) = 0 (3)if and only if 1Xi=0 ai =1:It follows that 1Xi=0 e1=pi =1: (4)We are now in a position to establish the essential identity of all degree pconvergence.
Sublinear Convergence 3Theorem 2. Let xk and x̂k both converge sublinearly with degree p and conver-gence constants c and ĉ. Let ek and êk denote their errors. Thenk  ek̂ek ! ĉc :Proof. Let ek+1 = ek(1  cke1=pk ); ck ! c > 0and êk+1 = êk(1  ĉkê1=pk ); ĉk ! ĉ > 0:Then k+1 = k 1  cke1=pk1  ĉkê1=pk = k 1  ck1=pk ê1=pk1   ĉk ê1=pk :Expanding the denominator in a Neumann series and absorbing the error term inĉk, we get k+1 = k[1  (ck1=pk   ~ck)ê1=pk ]; (5)where ~ck ! ĉ.Now 1=pk cannot be uniformly greater than ĉ=c. For otherwise (ck1=pk   ~ck) isin the limit uniformly positive, and1Xk=1(ck1=pk   ~ck)ê1=pk =1[cf. (4)]. It follows from (3) and (5) that k ! 0, a contradiction. A similarargument shows that 1=pk cannot be uniformly less than ĉ=c. It follows that forany  > 0, there are arbitrarily large k such that jk   ĉ=cj < Now let  > 0. Since êk ! 0, ck ! c, and ~ck ! ĉ, there is an ` such that forall k  ` 1: j~ck=ck   ĉ=cj < =2;2: jk   ĉ=cj <  =) jk+1   kj < =2: (6)Let k  ` be such that jk   ĉ=cj < . Our theorem will be proved if we can showthat jk+1   ĉ=cj < . There are three cases.1. jk   ĉ=cj < =2. In this case (6-1) implies that jk+1   ĉ=cj < .2. k  ĉ=c+ =2. By (6-2), k > ĉk=ck, and it follows from (5) that k+1 < k.Hence by (6-2), jk+1   ĉ=cj < .
4 Sublinear Convergence3. k  ĉ=c  =2. By (6-2), k < ĉk=ck, and it follows from (5) that k+1 > k.Hence by (6-2), jk+1   ĉ=cj < .It follows from this theorem that if xk converges to x with degree p andconstant c, then jxk   xj = 1pc 1kp : (7)Since for p̂ > p, k p = o(k p̂), we have the following corollary.Corollary 3. If xk and x̂k converge with degrees p and p̂ > p, thenek = o(êk):Let ' be a function with a xed point x. A classical result (e.g., see [1, p. 64])says that the iteration xk+1 = '(xk); k = 0; 1; : : :converges locally to x provided j'0(x)j < 1. Moreover if0 = '0(x) =    = '(p 1)(x) 6= '(p)(x);then the convergence is superlinear of order p. If j'0(x)j = 1 the convergence, ifany, is sublinear, and we can determine its degree by inspecting derivatives.Theorem 4. Let '(x) = x. Suppose that the qth derivative of ' is continuousat x and '0(x) = 1 and 0 = '00(x) =    = '(q 1)(x) 6= '(q)(x):Then for all x0 suciently near x that satisfy(x0   x)q 1'(p)(x) < 0; (8)The iteration xk+1 = '(xk); k = 0; 1; : : :converges sublinearly and monotonically to x with degree p = 1=(q   1) andconstant j'(p)(x)j=q!.
Sublinear Convergence 5Proof. From a Taylor series expansion about x we have'(x)  x = (x  x) + '(p)()q! (x  x)q;where  lies between x and x. Choose x0 (if possible) to satisfy (8) and also sothat '(p)()q! (x  x)q 1 < 1for x between x and x0. Thenxk+1   x = (xk   x) 1   '(p)()q! (xk   x)q 1!For k = 0 the second factor in this relation is positive and less than one. Conse-quently, x1 is strictly between x and x0. An obvious induction will establish thatthe xk proceed monotonically toward x. Moreover, for xk   x bounded awayfrom zero, the decrease is uniform. Hence xk ! x. The facts about the sublinearconvergence of the xk follow directly from the denition.The regions from which the iteration converges depends on q. If q   1 is odd,the iteration converges from the left or the right, depending on whether '(q)(x)is positive or negative. If q  1 is even there is no local convergence when '(q)(x)is positive, and the convergence is from either side when '(q)(x) is negative.There is an analogous theorem for '0(x) =  1; however, the situations underwhich convergence occurs is even more restricted. Specically q  1 must be evenand '(q)(x) must be positive. In this case, the errors converge monotonically tozero, but the xk alternate about x.It should be clear from the above discussion that the theory|unlike the theoryof linear and higher order convergence|does not extend to functions of a complexvariable.Nor does the theory include all kinds of sublinear convergence. For example,the sequence 1k logk converges sublinearly to zero, but it lies between convergenceof degree one and 1 +  for any  > 0. Such intermediate modes of convergencealso appear in the theory of higher order convergence.It is a curiosity of Theorem 4, that no analytic iteration function ' can producesublinear convergence of degree greater than one.Returning to the example that motivated these investigations, let'() = p2 + 2 :
6 Sublinear ConvergenceThen it is easy to verify that'0(0) = 1; '00(0) = 0; '000(0) =   3 :It follows from Theorem 4, that convergence is of degree 12 with constant 12 .Moreover, from (7), the iterates generated by ' must have the asymptotic formk = pk :References[1] K. E. Atkinson. An Introduction to Numerical Analysis. John Wiley, NewYork, 1978.[2] G. W. Stwart. The triangular matrices of Gaussian elimination and related de-compositions. Technical Report CS-TR-3533 UMIACS-TR-95-91, Universityof Maryland, Department of Computer Science, 1995.
